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Note : Please do not type the ‘Speed Passage’ again.
Type the following speed passage in SEVEN MINUTES. Use DOUBLE or ONE
and HALF LINE SPACING and a Margin of FIFTEEN SPACES on the left.

[Marks : 40]

The annual session of the rederation of Indian Chambers
of Commerce Industry, which began in New Delhi last
Saturday was heatable for being a relatively frant and
cordial affair. In his presidential address, Mr. S. J.
Nadkarni made a please for a meaningful dialogue between
Government and Industry. The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira
Gandhi, reciprocated in simple measure. The front and
forthnight way in which Mr. Nadkarni acknowledged the
weaknesses of business man in India seemed to make a
good impression. He pointed but the several industries
lacked cost consciousness and used outdated techniques
and methods of management. Exports of Indian goods are
not expending since their price have become increasingly
uncompetitive in overseas markets. The business community
has to reorient its techniques for selling goods abroad.
In particular, to secure repeatorders from overseas

markets. It is necessary to establish good after-sales services.
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Mrs. Gandhi responded sympatheyically to Mr.
Nadkarni criticisms relating to the rigidity in planning
countries. The lack of constructive co-ordination
and dialogue between, Industry and Government, and the
absence of purposeful afforts to stimulate production.
But the opposed his suggestion for a smaller Fourth
plan. It is true that have been serious failures
during the past 15 years of planning. But it is
pointless at this stage to question the dedication
to planning since congress party is irevocable
committed to if.

The more useful thing to do is to focus
attention on the factores that are slowing down
economic growth have quiet moments of their own.
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